+Graphic Design
+workload
+design influences
+supplies
+Final Projects
Advanced Typography

+The edge of the Spectacle

+Empire of Opposites

+27th Letter
Packaging
Photography
Mixed Media

Painting
Final Exhibition
+design improvement
+portfolio
+a step ahead
Naples

+ National Archaeological Museum & Capodimonte Museum
Sorrento

+Hotel, Group Dinner, Free Time
Pompeii

+All day free roam
+Florence
+Assisi
North Trip // Basel
+Paper making
+Vitra, Germany
Zürich

+ Museum für Gestaltung
+ Huge collection of Swiss posters
+ 100 years of Swiss design
+ Guided tour
Milan
+Sforzesco Castle
+Duomo di Milano
+Leonardo da Vinci exhibit
+Triennale
Achille Castiglioni
+Graphic Design